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Abstract. CMEs are large-scale magnetized plasma structures carrying billions of tons of ma-
terial that erupt from a star and propagate in the stellar heliosphere, interacting in multiple
ways with the stellar wind. Due to the high speed, intrinsic magnetic field and the increased
plasma density compared to the stellar wind background, CMEs can produce strong effects on
planetary environments when they collide with a planet. The main planetary impact factors of
CMEs, are associated interplanetary shocks, energetic particles accelerated in the shock regions,
and the magnetic field disturbances. All these factors should be taken into account during the
study of evolutionary processes on exoplanets and their atmospheric and plasma environments.
CME activity of a star may vary depending on stellar age, stellar spectral type and the orbital
distance of a planet. Because of relatively short range of propagation of majority of CMEs, they
impact most strongly the magnetospheres and atmospheres of close orbit (< 0.1 AU) exoplanets.
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1. Introduction
The constantly growing number of discovered exoplanets and accumulation of data

regarding their physical and orbital characteristics provide an empirical platform for a
more detailed study of general principles and major trends of the formation and evolution
of planets and planetary systems (including the planetary potential habitability aspect).
More than a half of known exoplantes have orbits around their host stars shorter than
0.6 AU. By this, an evident maximum in the orbital distribution of exoplanets takes
place in the vicinity of 0.05 AU, with two well pronounced major sub-populations there
corresponding to the giant type planets (0.2MJ < mp < 8MJ), so called ”Hot Jupiters”,
and less massive (0.008MJ < mp < 0.08MJ), Neptune- and Super-Earth type planets.
Here MJ stays for the mass of Jupiter. Altogether the Hot Jupiters comprise about 30%
of the total number of known exoplanets.

Close location of the majority of known exoplanes to their host stars results in inten-
sive heating, ionization, and chemical modification of their upper atmospheres by the
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stellar X-ray/EUV (XUV) radiation with the subsequent expansion of the ionized at-
mospheric material and its loss due to interaction with the stellar wind (Lammer et al.,
2009; Khodachenko et al., 2007a,b). A number of actual questions regarding the evolu-
tionary paths of planetary systems and influencing them key factors is nowadays under
continuous tackling. Among these questions a prominent position belongs to the problem
of stellar - planetary interactions, including consideration of influences of stellar radiation
and plasma flows, e.g., stellar wind, coronal mass ejections (CMEs), on planetary envi-
ronments and evolution of planets. Magnetic fields, those connected with the planetary
intrinsic magnetic dipole M, as well as the magnetic fields associated with the electric
current systems induced in the planetary close surroundings, play here an important
role. They the planetary magnetosphere which appears as an obstacle (magnetospheric
obstacle) interacting with a stellar wind and protecting the internal planetary environ-
ments (ionosphere, atmosphere, surface) against of direct impact of stellar plasmas and
energetic particles (e.g., cosmic rays).

The plasma of stellar CMEs colliding with a planet, interacts with the planetary mag-
netosphere, and in the case of a weak magnetospheric protection (i.e., weak or no intrin-
sic planetary magnetic dipole), the magnetosphere is compressed down to the planetary
surface, resulting in strong erosion of the planetary atmosphere. Sufficiently large magne-
tospheres are known to protect the underlying planetary environments, e.g. ionosphere,
atmosphere, and surface against of stellar XUV/EUV and stellar wind factors. These
usually require strong enough intrinsic planetary magnetic fields and/or extended mag-
netospheric current systems such as magnetodisks. Below we discuss the role of such
factors like activity of a host star and intrinsic magnetic field of a planet and show how
the account of these factors may influence the scaling of the planetary magnetosphere
and its protecting capabilities.

2. Impact of stellar radiation and plasma flows on planets
Interaction of short-periodic exoplanets with the stellar wind plasma and high XUV

flux at close orbital distances plays a crucial role regarding the ionization and ion loss
processes of atmospheric species. The action of intensive stellar radiation and stellar
winds on planetary environments consists of the following effects.
1) XUV radiation of the host star affects the the planetary thermosphere heat budget,
resulting in the heating and expansion of the upper atmosphere, which under certain
conditions could be so large that the majority of light atmospheric constituents overcome
the gravitational binding and escape from the planet in the form of a hydrodynamic
wind. This effect is called as a hydrodynamic or thermal escape (Tian et al., 2008; Penz
et al., 2008; Erkaev et al., 2013). Simultaneously with the direct radiational heating
of the upper atmosphere, the processes of ionization with the consequent production of
energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) by various photo-chemical and charge exchange reactions
take place (Lammer et al., 2008; Lichtenegger et al., 2009). Such processes, together with
the thermal escape, result in the formation around planets of extended (in some cases)
coronas, filled with hot neutral atoms.
2) The expanding upper planetary atmospheres and/or hot neutral coronas may reach
and even exceed, the boundaries of the planetary magnetospheres. In this case they will be
directly exposed to the plasma flows of the stellar wind and CMEs with the consequent
loss due to ion pick-up, as well as sputtering, and different kinds of photo-chemical
energizing mechanisms which all contribute to the so-called non-thermal atmospheric
mass-loss process (Lichtenegger et al., 2009). As a crucial parameter here appears the
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size of the planetary magnetosphere. Altogether, this makes the planetary magnetic field,
as well as the parameters of the stellar wind (mainly density nsw and speed vsw ) to be very
important for the processes of atmospheric erosion and mass-loss of a planet, affecting
finally the whole evolution of its environments. By this, the size of magnetosphere and
its planetary protecting role should be always considered in context with the fact that
the stellar radiation and plasma flows may vary significantly throughout the lifetime of
the host star, as its luminosity and activity evolve. This evolution is different for different
star types, and depends also on their age.

In that respect, the interaction of close-orbit exoplanets with stellar CMEs appears to
be an important process, which is central to a better understanding of the non-thermal
mass loss mechanism. High speed, intrinsic magnetic field and the increased density as
compared to the stellar wind background, make CMEs an active factor which strongly
influences the planetary environments and magnetospheres. Often collisions of the close-
orbit exoplanets with massive stellar CME plasmas should compress planetary magne-
tospheres much deeper towards the surface of the exoplanet. This would result in much
higher ion loss rates than that expected during the usual stellar wind conditions.

2.1. Stellar activity
The relevant physical phenomena of stellar activity on late-type stars (i.e., spectral classes
G, K, M) and their observational manifestations include modulations of the stellar photo-
spheric light due to stellar spots, intermittent and energetic flares, coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), stellar cosmic rays, enhanced XUV emissions (see Scalo et al. (2007) and ref-
erences therein). Evaluation of flaring rates and intensities usually require long-duration
monitoring. So, the proxies for the flaring activity are used, such as optical Ca H and K
emission cores, H-alpha and Mg II emission, soft X-ray continuous emission, and a large
number of UV-to soft X-ray emission lines (Ayres 1997; Gershberg 2005).

Observations of stars in clusters have revealed that single late-type stars spin down
monotonically with their age because of angular momentum loss (Skumanich 1972]). For
a given age of star t, the stellar rotation period can be estimated as (Newkirk 1980):
Prot ∝

(
1 + t

τ

)0.7 , where τ = 2.56 × 107 yrs is a time constant calculated by Newkirk
(1980)]. At the same time, already early studies pointed out a strong correlation between
the rotation rate of a star and its activity level (Wilson 1966). This correlation means
that there must be dependence between stellar activity and age. For solar-type stars
this has been studied within the “Sun in Time” project (Ribas et al., 2005). Based on
the analysis of a large amount of X-ray, EUV and UV observations of a homogeneous
sample of single nearby G0-5 stars with known rotation periods, luminosity and ages,
it has been concluded that during the fist 100 Myr after the Sun arrived at the Zero-
Age Main-Sequence (ZAMS), the integrated XUV flux was up to 100 times higher than
today. After this very active stage, XUV flux of a solar-type star decreases with the time:
∝ t[Gyr]−1.72 (Ribas et al., 2005).

According to the currently accepted paradigm, the wide range of activity levels and
related phenomena observed in different stars is directly connected with operation of the
stellar magnetic dynamo. By this, two basic parameters: (i) stellar rotation rate and (ii)
depth of the convective zone, are believed to control the stellar dynamo efficiency, which
increases with increasing of any, or both of these quantities. Since the stellar convective
envelope becomes thicker with decreasing stellar mass, it is straightforward to infer that,
at a given rotation period (i.e. age), the low-mass M- and K- stars should be more active
than a solar-type G- star. This fact has many observational confirmations. For example,
a relatively old (∼ 5.5 Gyr) dwarf M- star, Proxima Centauri, experiences measurable
flares at a rate of about one flare per hour (Walker 1981).
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Figure 1. LX /Lbol as a function of age for stars with masses < MSun . Symbols represent stars
from the “Sun in Time” program (adopted from Scalo et al. (2007).

Audard et al., (2000) found that the energy of flares correlates with the stellar activity,
characterized by LX/Lbol, where LX and Lbol are X-ray and bolometric luminosities of a
star, respectively. The evolution of log(LX/Lbol) with time for stars of various masses is
shown in Figure 1, provided by Scalo et al. (2007). According to this activity-age diagram,
the solar-type G- stars stay at saturated emission levels only until ages of ∼ 100 Myr, and
then their XUV luminosities rapidly decrease with age: ∝ (t[Gyr])−1.72 . On the other
hand, M- stars have saturated emission periods up to 0.5–1 Gyr, and then their luminosity
decreases in a way similar to the solar-type stars. According to Audard et al., (2000), the
rate of high-energy (E > 1032 erg) flares per day as logN |E>103 2 erg = −26.7+0.95logLX ,
which in the case of M- stars with a saturated activity level LX = 7× 1028 erg/s implies
∼ 6 strong flares per day. Therefore, the powerful flares occur more often in X-ray bright
stars. Altogether it has been found (Ribas et al., 2005; Scalo et al., 2007) that early K-
stars and early M-stars may have XUV emissions level, and therefore flaring rates, of
∼(3–4) and ∼(10–100), respectively, times higher than solar-type G-stars of the same
age.

2.2. Stellar winds and CMEs
In addition to being exposed to electromagnetic radiation from their host stars, exo-
planets are also exposed to high-speed outflows of particles from the stellar atmosphere.
For cool main sequence stars like the Sun, stellar winds arise in the hot coronas that
represent the outermost atmospheres of the stars. Although the mechanisms of coro-
nal heating and coronal wind acceleration remain hot topics of research, Parker (1958)
demonstrated long ago that if once you have a hot corona, a wind much like that of
the Sun arises naturally through thermal expansion. Thus, any star known to have a
hot corona can be expected to possess a coronal wind. Observations from X-ray obser-
vatories such as Einstein, ROSAT, Chandra, and XMM-Newton have demonstrated that
X-ray emitting coronas are ubiquitous among cool main sequence stars, so coronal winds
can be expected to be a common feature as well. Unfortunately, detecting and studying
these winds is much harder than detecting and studying the coronas in which they arise.
Current observational capabilities do not yet allow us to directly detect solar-like coronal
winds emanating from other stars.
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Recently, there have been important developments towards indirect detections of stellar
winds through their interactions with the surrounding interstellar medium. In particular,
the stellar mass loss rates and related stellar wind parameters have been estimated by
observing astrospheric absorption features of several nearby G- and K- stars. Comparison
of the measured absorption to that calculated by hydrodynamic codes made it possible
to perform empirical estimation of the evolution of the stellar mass loss rate as a function
of stellar age (Wood et al., 2002; 2005) and to conclude about the dependence of nsw
and vsw on the age of the stellar system. In particular, the younger solar-type G- stars
appeared to have much denser and faster stellar winds as compared to the present Sun.
Combining the stellar mass loss measurements of (Wood et al., 2005) with the results of
(Newkirk, 1980) for the age-dependence of stellar wind velocity, Grießmeier et al. (2007)
proposed a method for calculation of stellar wind density nsw and velocity vsw at a given
orbital location of an exoplanet d for a given mass M∗, radius R∗ and age t∗ of a star.
As an example, the values of stellar wind plasma parameters for a solar-analog G-type
star (M∗ = MSun , age: 4 Gyr) at orbital distances of 0.045 AU, 0.1 AU, and 0.3 AU are
given in Table 1.

Furthermore, it is known from observations of our Sun that flaring activity of a star is
accompanied by eruptions of coronal mass (e.g. CMEs), occurring sporadically and prop-
agating in the stellar wind as large-scale plasma-magnetic structures. Traveling outward
from the star at high speeds (up to thousands km/s), CMEs create major disturbances in
the interplanetary medium and produce strong impacts on the planetary environments
and magnetospheres. Since CMEs can be directly observed only on the Sun, the current
knowledge on them comes from the study of the Sun and the heliosphere. On the Sun,
CMEs are associated with flares and prominence eruptions and their sources are usually
located in active regions and prominence sites. The likelihood of CME-events increases
with the size and power of the related flare event. Generally, it is expected that the
frequent and powerful flares on magnetically active flaring stars should be accompanied
by an increased rate of CME production. By considering the Sun as a typical represen-
tative of G- stars, it seems reasonable to assume a similarity of the basic parameters
of the stellar winds of G- stars and those known for the Sun. Such a solar-stellar anal-
ogy principle is widely considered for the investigation of basic processes of the stellar
wind - planet interaction. Based on the estimations of solar CME plasma density nCME,
using the in-situ spacecraft measurements (at distances > 0.4 AU) and the analysis of
white-light coronagraph images (at distances � 30RSun ≈ 0.14 AU), Khodachenko et al.
(2007a) provided general power-law interpolations of nC M E dependence on the distance
to a star:

nmin
CME(d) = 4.88(d[AU])−2.3 , nmax

CME(d) = 7.10(d[AU])−3.0 , (2.1)

Equations (2.1) identify a typical maximum-minimum range of nCME. The dependence of
stellar CME speed vCME on the orbital distance d can be approximated by the formula:

vCME = v0

(
1 − e

2 . 8 R S u n −d

8 . 1 R S u n

)1/2

, (2.2)

proposed in Sheeley et al. (1997) on the basis of tracking of several solar wind density
enhancements at close distances (d < 0.1 AU). For the approximation of average- and
high- speed CMEs one may take in (2.2) v0 = 500 km/s and v0 = 800 km/s, respectively.
Besides of that, the average mass of CMEs is estimated as 1015 g, whereas their average
duration at distances ∼ 0.05 AU is close to 8 hours. Table 1 provides an example of stellar
CME plasma parameters for a solar-analog G-type star at orbital distances of 0.045 AU,
0.1 AU, and 0.3 AU. Because of the relatively short range of propagation of majority
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Table 1. Stellar wind and CME parameters for a solar-analog G-type star (M∗ = MSun , age: 4
Gyr) at different orbital distances. The values of ṽf a st

CM E and ṽa v
CM E are obtained using (2.2) with

v0 = 800 km/s and v0 = 500 km/s, respectively. All the velocities include a contribution of the
Keplerian planetary orbital velocity VK .

Orbital distance nsw ṽsw nm in
CM E / nm ax

CM E ṽa v
CM E / ṽf a st

CM E
[cm−3 ] [km/s] [cm−3 ] [km/s]

0.045 AU 9.1e3 210 6.1e3/7.8e4 520/810
0.1 AU 1.2e3 260 1.0e3/7.1e3 510/810
0.3 AU 92 340 78/2.6e2 500/800

of CMEs, they should strongly impact first of all the planets at close orbits (� 0.3
AU). Khodachenko et al. (2007a) have found that for a critical CME production rate
fcr

CME ≈ 36 CMEs per day (and higher) a close orbit exoplanet appears under continuous
action of the stellar CMEs plasma, so that each next CME collides with the planet during
the time when the previous CME is still passing over it. This means in general the harder
conditions for the planetary environments than those in the case of a regular stellar wind.
Therefore, the investigation of evolutionary paths of close-orbit exoplanets in potentially
habitable zones around young active stars, besides of the higher XUV radiation, should
take also into account the effects of ”short range” (in astrophysical scales) planetary
impacting factors of stellar activity such as relatively dense stellar winds and frequent
magnetic clouds (MCs) and CMEs.

3. The problem of magnetospheric protection of exoplanets
For an efficient magnetospheric protection of a planet, the size of its magnetosphere

characterized by the magnetopause stand-off distance Rs should be much larger than the
height of the exobase. By this, the value of Rs is determined from the balance between the
stellar wind ram pressure and the planetary magnetic field pressure at the substellar point
(Grießmeier et al., 2004; Khodachenko et al., 2007a). In the most of studies so far, the
investigation of an exoplanetary magnetospheric protection is performed within a highly
simplifying assumption of a planetary dipole-dominated magnetosphere. This means that
only the intrinsic magnetic dipole moment of an exoplanet M and the corresponding
magnetopause electric currents (i.e., ”screened magnetic dipole” case) are considered as
the major magnetosphere forming factors. In this case, i.e. assuming B(r) ∝ M/r3 , the
value of Rs has been defined by the following expression:

Rs ≡ R(dip)
s =

[
μ0f

2
0 M2

8π2ρsw ṽ2
sw

]1/6

, (3.1)

where μ0 is the diamagnetic permeability of free space, f0 ≈ 1.22 is a form-factor of the
magnetosphere caused by the account of the magnetopause electric currents, ρsw = nswm
is the mass density of the stellar wind, and ṽsw is the relative velocity of the stellar wind
plasma which includes also the planetary orbital rotation velocity. For the tidally locked
close orbit exoplanets with weak magnetic moments exposed to a dense and/or fast
stellar wind plasma flows, (3.1) yields rather small values for sizes of dipole-dominated
magnetospheres, Rs = R

(dip)
s , compressed by the stellar wind plasma flow, which in

the most extreme cases may even shrink down to the planetary radius rp . Therefore, the
approach to estimation of the magnetosphere size based on (3.1) resulted in the commonly
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accepted conclusion, that in order to have an efficient magnetic shield, a planet needs a
strong intrinsic magnetic dipole M.

Khodachenko et al. (2007b) studied the mass loss of the Hot Jupiter HD 209458b due to
the ion pick-up mechanism caused by stellar CMEs, colliding with the planet. In spite of
the sporadic character of the CME-planetary collisions, in the case of a moderately active
host star of HD 209458b, it has been shown that the integral action of the stellar CME
impacts over the exoplanet’s lifetime can produce significant effect on the planetary mass
loss. The estimates of the non-thermal mass loss of the weakly magnetically protected
Hot Jupiter, HD 209458b, due the stellar wind and CMEs ion pick-up, lead to significant
and sometimes unrealistic values – up to several tens of planetary masses Mp lost during
a planet life time (Khodachenko et al., 2007b). In view of the fact that multiple close-
in giant exoplanets, comparable in mass and size with the Solar System Jupiter exist,
and that it is unlikely that all of them began their life as ten times, or even more
massive objects, one may conclude that additional factors and processes have to be
taken into consideration in order to explain the protection of close-in exoplanets against
of destructive non-thermal mass loss. In the following sub-section we introduce a more
complete model of magnetosphere of a giant gas exoplanet, which due to its consequent
account of the specifics of close orbit Hot Jupiters provides under similar conditions
larger sizes for the planetary magnetospheric obstacles, then those given by the simple
screened magnetic dipole model, traditionally considered so far in the literature.

4. Magnetodisk-dominated magnetosphere of a Hot Jupiter
The investigation of exoplanetary magnetospheres and their role in evolution of plan-

etary systems forms a new and fast developing branch. Magnetosphere of a close orbit
exoplanet is a complex object, which formation depends on different external and inter-
nal factors. These factors may be subdivided on two basic groups: (a) stellar factors,
e.g., stellar radiation, stellar wind plasma flow, stellar magnetic field and (b) planetary
factors, e.g., type of planet, orbital characteristics, escaping material flow, and plane-
tary magnetic field. The structure of an exoplanetary magnetosphere depends also on
the speed regime of the stellar wind plasma relative the planet (Erkaev et al., 2005; Ip
et al., 2004). In particular, for an exoplanet at sufficiently large orbital distance when the
stellar wind is super-sonic and super-Alfvénic, i.e. when the ram pressure of the stellar
wind dominates the magnetic pressure, a Jupiter-type magnetosphere with a bow shock,
magnetopause, and magnetotail, is formed. At the same time, in the case of an extremely
close orbital location of an exoplanet (e.g., d < 0.03 AU for the Sun analogue star), where
the stellar wind is still under acceleration and remains to be sub-magnetosonic and sub-
Alfvénic (Ip et al., 2004; Preusse et al., 2005), an Alfvénic wing-type magnetosphere
without a shock in the upstream region is formed. The character of the stellar wind im-
pact on the planetary nearby plasma environment and inner atmosphere is different for
the super- and sub- Alfvénic types of the magnetosphere and in each particular planet
case it has to be properly taken into account. In the present paper, however, we do not
consider the Alfvénic wing-type magnetospheres, aiming at moderately short orbit giant
planets near solar-type stars, under the conditions of a super-Alfvénic stellar wind flow,
i.e., with the magnetospheres having in a general case a bow shock, a magnetopause, a
magnetotail, similar to the case of the solar system Jupiter.

4.1. Magnetodisk - a key element of Hot Jupiter magnetosphere
To explain an obvious survival and sufficient magnetospheric protection of close orbit
Hot Jupiters under the extreme conditions of their host stars Khodachenko et al. (2012)
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Disk

Figure 2. Schematic view of magnetodisk formation (adopted from Khodachenko et al. (2012).

proposed a more generic view of a Hot Jupiter magnetosphere. A key element in the pro-
posed approach consists in taking into account of the upper atmosphere of a planet as an
expanding dynamical gas layer heated and ionized by the stellar XUV radiation (Johans-
son et al., 2009; Koskinen et al., 2010, 2012). Interaction of the outflowing plasma with
the rotating planetary magnetic dipole field leads to development of a current-carrying
magnetodisk surrounding the exoplanet. The inner edge of magnetodisk is located at
the so called Alfvénic surface (r = RA) where the kinetic energy density of the moving
plasma becomes equal to the energy density of the planetary magnetic field. This condi-
tion is equivalent also to the equality of the plasma ram pressure and magnetic pressure,
or the Alfvén Mach number M 2

A = 1. Beyond the Alfvénic surface the expanding plasma
is not guided any more by the dipole magnetic field. It deforms the field lines leading to
creation of a current-carrying magnetodisk which in turn entirely changes the topology
of planetary middle and outer magnetosphere.

According to Khodachenko et al. (2012), a Hot Jupiter’s magnetodisk can be formed
by different mechanisms, acting simultaneously: 1) the thermal expansion of the escaping
planetary plasma wind, heated by the stellar radiation, and 2) the centrifugal acceleration
of plasma by rotating planetary magnetic field in the co-rotation region, with subsequent
release of material in the vicinity of the Alfvénic surface (so called ”sling” mechanism). A
self-consistent description of both these mechanisms represents an important and complex
physical problem. So far only a qualitative insight into origin and interconnection of the
inner (dipole dominated) and outer (magnetodisk-dominated) parts of the magnetosphere
of a Hot Jupiter was suggested in Khodachenko et al. (2012). Two major regions with the
different topology of magnetic field can be distinguished in the magnetosphere of a Hot
Jupiter driven by the escaping plasma flow (Mestel, 1968). The first region corresponds to
the inner magnetosphere, or so-called ”dead zone”, filled with closed dipole-type magnetic
field lines. The magnetic field in the ”dead zone” is strong enough to keep plasma locked
with the planet. In the second region, so-called ”wind zone”, the expanding plasma drags
and opens the magnetic field lines. These two regions are separated by Alfvénic surface
r = RA (see Figure 2). The plasma escaping along field lines beyond the Alfvénic surface
not only deforms and stretches the original planetary dipole field, but also creates a thin
disk-type current sheet in the equatorial region. Altogether, this leads to development
of a new type of magnetodisk-dominated magnetosphere of a Hot Jupiter, which has no
analogues among the solar system planets (Khodachenko et al., 2012).
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4.2. Scaling of a magnetosphere with magnetodisk

The proposed by Khodachenko et al. (2012)more complete view of the Hot Jupiter mag-
netosphere structure is based on the Paraboloid Magnetospheric Model (PMM). PMM is
a semi-analytical approach to the modeling of planetary magnetosphere structure (Alex-
eev et al., 2003; Alexeev and Belenkaya, 2005; Alexeev et al., 2006; Khodachenko et al.,
2012). The name of the model is derived from its key simplifying assumption that the
magnetopause of a planet may be represented by a paraboloid surface co-axial with the
direction of the ambient stellar wind plasma. The PMM calculates the magnetic field
generated by a variety of current systems located on the boundaries and within the
boundaries of a planetary magnetosphere. Besides of the intrinsic planetary magnetic
dipole and magnetopause currents, the PMM has, among the main sources of magnetic
field, also the electric current system of the magnetotail, and the induced ring currents
of the magnetodisk. The model works without any restrictions imposed on the values of
interplanetary medium parameters, enabling therefore the description of the whole vari-
ety of possible magnetosphere configurations caused by different intrinsic magnetic fields
of exoplanets and various stellar wind conditions. As applied to the Hot Jupiters, PMM
reveals that the electric currents induced in the plasma disk produce an essential effect
on the overall magnetic field structure around the planet, resulting in the formation of a
magnetodisk-dominated magnetosphere of a Hot Jupiter. Due to certain extension of the
plasma disks around close-in exoplanets, the sizes of their magnetodisk-dominated mag-
netospheres are usually larger than those, followed from the traditional estimates with
the equation (3.1), based on the account of only the screened planetary magnetic dipoles
(Griemeier et al., 2004; Khodachenko et al., 2007a). In general, the role of magnetodisk
may be attributed to an expansion of a part of the dipole magnetic flux from the inner
magnetosphere regions outwards and a resulting increase of the magnetosphere size. The
magnetic field produced by magnetodisk ring currents, dominates above the contribu-
tion of intrinsic magnetic dipole of a Hot Jupiter and finally determines the size and
shape of the whole magnetosphere. Khodachenko et al. (2012) provided an approximate
formula for estimation of the magnetopause stand-off distance taking into account the
contribution of the magnetodisk:

R
(dip+M D )
s

rp
∼ B

1/2
d0J (1 + κ2)1/4

(2μ0psw )1/4

(
RAJ

rp

)−1/2

×
(

ωp

ωJ

) 3 k + 1
1 0

(
dM

(th)
p /dt

dMJ/dt

) 1
1 0

. (4.1)

where RAJ, dM J
dt , and Bd0J are the known values corresponding to the Alfvénic radius,

mass load to the disk, and surface magnetic field for the solar system Jupiter. The
coefficient κ ≈ 2.44 is an amplifying factor of the inner magnetospheric field at the mag-
netopause (Alexeev et al., 2003), which is required to take into account the contribution
of the Chapman-Ferraro field at the substellar point. It is connected with the form-factor
f0 from (3.1) as κ = 2f0 . Therefore, according to (4.1), for a given kinetic pressure of
stellar wind, psw , the size of magnetosphere increases for the increasing planetary angular
velocity ωp and/or thermal mass loss rate dM

(th)
p /dt.

A slower, than the dipole-type decrease of magnetic field with distance comprises the
essential specifics of the magnetodisk-dominated magnetospheres of Hot Jupiters. This
results in their 40− 70% larger scales, as compared to those traditionally estimated with
taking into account of only the planetary dipole. Such larger magnetospheres, extending
well beyond the planetary exosphere height, provide better protection of close-in planets
against of the erosive action of extreme stellar winds (Khodachenko et al., 2007a). Table 2
summarizes the values for a Hot Jupiter magnetopause stand-off distance at different
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Table 2. Hot Jupiter Alfvénic radius, RA , and magnetopause stand-off distance for only a dipole
controlled magnetosphere, R

(dip )
s , and a magnetosphere with magnetodisk, R

(dip+M D )
s , given by

PMM. Full analog of the solar system Jupiter orbiting the Sun analog star at different orbits is
considered. 1 : Tidally locked. 2 : Not tidally locked. 3 : Jupiter

d R
(dip+M D )
s R

(dip )
s RA

[AU] [rp ] [rp ] [rp ]

0.0451 8.0 5.76 3.30
0.11 8.27 6.16 4.66
0.32 24.2 15.0 7.30
5.23 71.9 41.8 19.8

Figure 3. Typical view of a magnetodisk-dominated magnetosphere.

orbits around a Sun full analogue star and gives for the comparison the stand-off distance
values, obtained with equation (3.1), i.e. in the case when the contribution of magnetodisk
is ignored (e.g., a pure dipole case).

A typical example of the magnetic field structure in the in the magnetosphere of a Hot
Jupiter, obtained with PMM, is shown in Figure 3.

5. Conclusions
To summarize this paper we would like to emphasize that stellar XUV radiation and

stellar wind plasma flow strongly impact the environments of close-orbit exoplanets.
Given the fact that the complete or partial tidal locking of such short periodic exoplanets
may lead to relatively weak intrinsic planetary magnetic moments, the encountering
stellar wind and CMEs will push the planetary magnetospheres down to the heights
at which the ionization and pick-up of the planetary neutral atmosphere by the stellar
plasma flow takes place. This makes the stellar activity and planetary magnetospheric
protection to play a crucial role for the whole complex of planetary evolution processes,
including atmosphere erosion and mass loss. Large enough extended magnetospheres are
needed to protect the upper atmospheric environments against of stellar XUV and stellar
wind/CMEs impacts.

The expanding and escaping upper atmospheric gas heated and ionized by the stellar
radiation contributes to the build-up of the magnetodisk around the planet, which con-
stitutes the major specifics of a Hot Jupiter magnetosphere considered in this work. The
magnetic field produced by magnetodisk ring currents, dominates above the contribution
of intrinsic magnetic dipole of a Hot Jupiter and finally determines the size and shape
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of the whole magnetosphere. A more realistic structure of the magnitodisk-dominated
magnetosphere of a Hot Jupiter predicted by the Paraboloid Magnetospheric Model and
its significantly larger size, as compared to a dipole-type magnetosphere, have important
consequences for the study of magnetospheric protection of close orbit exoplanets.
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